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Abstract 
A dialgebra D is a vector space with two associative operations -1, F satisfying three more 
relations. By setting [x, ~1 := x -I y - y k x, any dialgebra gives rise to a Leibniz algebra. Here 
we compute the Leibniz homology of the dialgebra of matrices gI(D) with entries in a given 
dialgebra D. We show that HL(gI(D)) is isomorphic to the tensor module over HHS(D), which 
is a variation of the natural dialgebra homology HHY(D). @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 17A30, 16E40, 18G60 
Let (g,d) be a differential Lie algebra, with square zero differential d and Lie bracket 
[ , lg. The new bracket [x, ~1 := [x, dy], which occurs in classical differential geometry 
(see e.g. [7] and the references in [6]), is not antisymmetric, but satisfies the Leibniz 
relation 
14 bJll= [b, UIJI - [[VI, Yl. 
It is equivalent to the Jacobi relation when combined with antisymmetry, thus Leibniz 
algebras ([8, IO]) are a generalization of Lie algebras. 
A powerful method to study Lie algebras is to relate them with associative algebras. 
It is well known that an associative algebra gives rise to a Lie algebra, with bracket 
[x, y] := xy - yx. The same relation holds between Leibniz algebras and a new kind 
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of objects called dialgebras (see [9]). A dialgebra D is a vector space with two oper- 
ations i, k satisfying the following five axioms: 
x-l(y-lz)=(xiy)iz=xi(ytz), 
(x~y)-iz=x~(yiz), 
(x-ly)l-z=xt-(ykz)=(xl-y)kz 
for any x, y,z E D. In particular, associative algebras are dialgebras for which -I = k . 
Any dialgebra gives rise to a Leibniz algebra, with bracket [x, y] := x -I y - y k x. 
A typical example of dialgebra is constructed from an associative differential algebra 
(A, d), where d is a square zero derivation on A, by setting x -I y := x. dy and x k y := 
dx. y. The Leibniz structure on (A, d) recovers the one defined on the differential 
Lie algebra (g, d) when g is the Lie algebra determined by A. This motivates the 
interest that dialgebras may arise in differential geometry and certain areas of theoretical 
physics. 
A standard tool to construct invariants of algebras is homology theory. In particular, 
the relationship between the homology of the Lie algebra of matrices and the homol- 
ogy of the algebra of their entries is a classical problem. The main result, for unital 
associative algebras, is Loday-Quillen-Tsygan theorem [12,14], which relates the Lie 
homology of the inductive limit gl(A) = gl, ~ o3 (A) to the cyclic homology of A: there 
is an isomorphism of graded Hopf algebras 
H*(Sl(A),k)% /\ (HC*-i(A)). 
For involutive algebras Loday and Procesi [ 1 l] have also computed the Lie homology 
of orthogonal matrices in terms of dihedral homology: 
%(o(A),k) g A (H&-i(A)), 
and similarly for symplectic matrices. 
On Leibniz algebras, which are not antisymmetric, the Lie homology theory is not 
appropriate. Leibniz algebras have a ‘natural’ homology theory, denoted by HL, where 
the exterior powers of the algebra, in the Chevalley-Eilenberg chain complex, are re- 
placed by tensor powers. We can clearly compute Leibniz homology of Lie algebras. 
So, for unital associative algebras, Cuvier and Loday [l, 81 have related the Leibniz 
homology of matrices to the Hochschild homology of the algebra of entries: 
HL,(gI(A),k)~ T(HH,-i(A)). 
Since the matrices with entries in a dialgebra still form a dialgebra (and hence a 
Leibniz algebra), it is natural to try to compute the Leibniz homology of the dialgebra 
of matrices. 
For dialgebras there exists a ‘natural’ homology theory, denoted by HY,, where 
the chain modules are several copies of tensor powers of the dialgebra, one for each 
rooted planar binary tree [9]. This theory is one possible generalization of Hochschild 
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homology to dialgebras. For instance, for an associative unital algebra A, there is an 
isomorphism HHY,(A) ” HH,(A) [2]. (Recall that the Hochschild homology of A with 
coefficients in A is denoted by HH, so we adopt the same notation also for dialgebra 
homology with coefficients.) 
A slight modification consists in replacing the planar binary trees by permutations 
(1.4). This gives a new homology theory for dialgebras, denoted by HS, which is 
closely related to Leibniz homology. In fact we prove the following: 
Theorem 2.2. Let k be a characteristic zero jield. Let D be a dialgebra over k 
equipped with a bar-unit (a unit just on the bar-side of the products -I, t- ). Then 
HL,(gI(D),k)g T(HHS,-l(D)). 
The relationship between the homology HHS,(D) and the dialgebra homology 
HHY,(D) is given by a canonical map (3.4) 
HHS,(D) + HHY*(D). 
This map is not an isomorphism, in general. However, when D =A is an associa- 
tive algebra with unit we can prove that these two homology groups are isomorphic 
[l, 4. 
1. Variation HHS of dialgebra homology 
Definition 1.1 (Dialgebras). Let k be a field with characteristic 0. A dialgebra over 
k is a k-vector space D with two linear operations, -I, k : D 63 D -+ D, called left and 
right products, satisfying the following five axioms: 
ai(bic)=(aib)ic=a-i(bt-cc) 
(atb)ic=aF(bic) 
(a-lb)~c=a~(b~c)=(aFb)~c, 
for any a, b,c ED. A bar-unit is an element 1 ED which is a unit for the left and 
right products only on the bar-side, i.e. such that 1 1 a = a = a -I 1, for any a ED 
[ill. 
Example 1.2. (1) Any associative algebra is an example of dialgebra, with left and 
right products coinciding. Moreover, one can show that if a dialgebra contains a bar-unit 
which is a unit also on the pointer-side of the products (i.e. such that 1 -I a = a = a F 1 
for any a), then the left and right products coincide, so the dialgebra is in fact an 
associative unital algebra. 
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(2) Another example of dialgebra is constructed from an associative differential al- 
gebra (A,d) as follows: 
a-lb := a.d(b), 
akb:=d(a).b, 
(with an appropriate sign in the case of graded algebras), for any a, b E A. 
(3) The last example of dialgebra we mention is the k-vector space .4$(D) of 
matrices with entries in D, with ‘row x column’ products defined by 
CM. i B>ij := c aik -1 p/cj, 
k=l 
ccI k j)ij := 2 &k k bkj 
k=l 
for any LX, /3 E J&(D). 
More examples can be found in [9]. 
Definition 1.3 (Presimplicial set of permutations). Let S, denote the set of permuta- 
tions on II elements. The family S = {S,, n L 1) is a presimplicial set (a simplicial 
set without degeneracies). The face maps di : S, + S,_I are defined as follows. 
For any permutation cr, let di(o) be the permutation on the numbers 1,. . . , n - 1 ob- 
tained by removing the term max(a(i), o(i + 1)) from the image of cr, and resealing the 
remaining numbers a( 1 ), . . . , max(a(l$$i + 1 )), . . . , a(n) from 1 to n - 1. (From now 
on we shall denote by C( 1 ), . . . , max(o(rs(i + 1)) , . . . , a(n) any resealed sequence.) 
It is easy to verify the simplicial relations 
didj=dj_ldi for i<j. 
In fact, on both sides the maps act on a permutation o by removing the terms max(a(i), 
o(i + 1)) and max(a( j), a( j + 1)) in the two possible orders: first max(o( j), rr( j + 1)) 
and then max(o(i), o(i + 1 )), or the opposite. 
Definition 1.4 (Dialgebra homology I%%‘,(D)). Let D be a dialgebra over the field 
k. We denote by HHS,(D) the homology of the presimplicial module C&(D) := 
k[S,] ~3 Dmn+‘, with face maps 
di : k[S,] B D@“” + k[S,-11 @D@*, di(O @ U) = di(O) @ d!(a)- 
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Here di(O) is the permutation defined in Definition 1.3, and d:(a) is given, for any 
a=(a,,,a I,..., a,)~@“+‘, by 
(ao+al,...,an) for i = 0, 
dp(Uo,Ul,..., an):= (Uo,...,UiO~Ui+l,...,U~) for i=l,..., n- 1, 
(Gzk-o,...,&-I) for i=n, 
with products 0: defined by 
{ 
-I 
00 .- 
if o(i)<a(i + l), 
I .- 
t- if o(i)>a(i + 1). 
Remark 1.5. The homology theory for a dialgebra D is well defined on coefficients 
being corepresentutions of D. These are k-modules endowed with four actions of D 
satisfying 15 appropriate axioms, with the peculiar property that a dialgebra is not a 
corepresentation of itself. The ‘homology of D’ that we consider is, strictly talking, the 
homology with coefficients in a corepresentation D” defined on the k-module D, with 
actions depending - but not equal to! - on the left and right products of D. We call 
it anyway ‘homology with coefficients in D’, and we adopt for dialgebras the standard 
notation HH, recalling that for an associative algebra A the Hochschild homology with 
coefficients in A is denoted by HH,(A) instead of H,(A,A). (More details can be found 
in [3].) 
Lemma 1.6. The face maps dejined above indeed satisfy the simpliciul relations 
didj=dj_ldi for i<j. 
Proof. After Definition 1.3, we just need to show that for any cr ES,, and II =(a~, 
al,..., a,) E DBn+’ the identity 
holds for any i < j. 
Assuming that i < j, we consider separately the case i + 1 <j and the case i + 1 = j. 
In the first case, namely i+ 1 < j, when min(o(i), o(i+ 1)) < min(a( j), cr( j + 1)) both 
maps dfj’:;‘O’dy and dy’(f)dp act on a as 
(a0 
0 I7 
,...,UiOiUi+l,.,.,UjOjUj+l,..., 4 ), 
thus they are equal. Similarly, when min(a(i), a(i + 1)) > min(o( j), o( j + 1)) both 
maps di 4(U)dp and dd”“‘d” act on a as J 
J-1 1 
(a0 ,...,UjO~Uj+l,...,UiO~Ui+l,..., 4). 
Thus again they are equal. 
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Table 1 
Cases 
u(i+ l)<u(i+2) 
a(i)<u(i + 1) u(i)>u(i + 1) 
a(i+ l)<u(i)<u(i+2) 
u(i)<u(i+ l)<u(i+2) 
u(i+ l)<u(i+2)<u(i) 
u(i)<u(i+2)tu(i+ 1) 
u(i+l)>u(i+2) u(i + 2)<u(i + l)<u(i) 
u(i+2)<u(i)<u(i+ 1) 
In the second case, namely i + 1 = j, these two terms are overlapping, and we can 
check the equality using the associative properties of the left and right products. In 
fact, on the one hand we get 
d~~z+‘(0)d~$i(U.) = (as,. . . , C7.i Og(Ui+, 0:+1 ai+2), s.. ,a,), 
and on the other, 
dz~““‘d~(a) = (Ua,. . . , (ai OpUi+t ) 0:+‘+1&+2,. . .) a,). 
So we just need to check the equality of the terms aioy(ai+t oy+iUi+2) and 
(4 OgUi+l) Oy+lai+2 in the six cases shown by Table 1. 
It is easy now to check case by case: 
o(i)<o(i+ l)<O(i+2) * Uii(Ui+l iUi+2)=(UiiUi+l)iUi+2, 
o(i)<o(i+2)<o(i+ 1) * Uii(Ui+l kUi+2)=(UiiUi+l)iUi+2, 
CT(i+ 2)<o(i)<a(i+ 1) * Uik(Ui+lFUi+2)=(UiiUi+l)kUi+2, 
CT(i+ l)<O(i)<O(i+2) * UiF(Ui+~iUi+2)=(UikUi+l)iUi+2, 
o(i+ l)<O(i+2)<O(i) * Uit(Ui+l iUi+2)=(UikUi+l)iUi+2, 
o(i+ 2)<4i+ l)<o(i) * UiF(Ui+l iUi+2)=(UikUi+])tUi+2. 
Thus, the six equalities are precisely the five axioms (D) of the dialgebra D (the 
‘central’ axiom is used twice). 0 
Theorem 1.7. Let A be an associative unitul algebra over k. Then 
HHS,(A) g HH,(A). 
Proof (Cuvier). It follows from the sequence of isomorphisms 
2.15 WI 
H.&(A) s H,(P(A)) = H&(A). Cl 
Alternative proof of Theorem 1.7 (Lodder). When A is an associative algebra, the 
products 0: coincide for all cr E S, and i = 0,. . . , n. The components d: of the face maps 
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(see Definition 1.4), then, do not depend on the permutation rr, thus their alternating 
sum C~&-l)‘d; is the Hochschild boundary on A. If A is endowed with a unit, the 
Hochschild complex &@,A) is endowed with the well-known degeneracies 
~j(UO,al,...,U,):=(ao,...,~j,l,~j+~,...y a,) forj=O ,..., 12, 
which makes it into a simplicial module. 
If the family S = {S,, iz > 1) were a simplicial set, by the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem 
we knew that the complex C&(A) was homotopy equivalent to the tensor product of 
the two complexes k[&] and C,(A,A). Then, by the Ki.inneth formula, we could argue 
that 
since the complex k[S,] is obviously acyclic, i.e. Hs(k[S,])=k and H,(k[S,])=O for 
p>o. 
But S is not a simplicial set. Lodder shows in [13, Lemma (2.6)], that applying the 
Dold-Kan functor to k[S] we obtain a simplicial module with the same homology, for 
which the previous discussion makes sense. A theoretical explanation of this result is 
given in [2]: the family S is in fact a pseudo-simplicial set, i.e. it is endowed with 
degeneracy operators Sj : S, + &+I, j = 0,. . . , n, which commute, as usual, with the 
face maps, 
( 
Sj_ldi, i<j, 
disj = id, i=j, j+ 1, 
Sjdi+t 9 i>j+ 1, 
but do not commute with each other, i.e. they do not satisfy usual relations sisj =sj+tsi 
for i 5 j. Then the result follows from the fact that Eilenberg-Zilber theorem holds 
more generally for pseudo-simplicial modules. Cl 
2. Leibniz homology of matrices of dialgebras 
2.1. Main theorem 
Definition 2.1 (Leibniz homology HL,(gI,(D),k)). Let D be a dialgebra over k, and 
AT(D) the dialgebra of matrices with entries in D. We denote by 91,.(D) the k-vector 
space J&(D) equipped with the structure of Leibniz algebra given by the bracket 
[a,/3]:=aiB-Pl-a 
for any a, B E J&.(D). 
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The Leibniz homology HL,(gI,(D),k) of gI,(D) (with coefficients in the trivial 
module k) is the homology of the complex (CL,(gI,(D),k),d): 
. . . -+ g&(D)@‘” -+ gl,(D)@“-’ + . . * + g&(D) --) k, 
where the Leibniz differential d : gl,(D)“” + gI,(D)@“-t is defined, for each (at,. . . , 
4 E &W? by 
d(q,...,u,) := C (-l)j(C11,...,Mi__l,[ai,oIj],...,~,...,a,) (2.1) 
l<i<jln 
and d(u) = 0 for c1 E g&(D). Notice that we adopt the notation (c(t,. . . , a,) = cc1 @. . . @ 
tl, ED@. 
Our main result is stated in the next theorem. Let gI(D) = gI, _ ,(D) denote the 
inductive limit of the inclusions gI,(D) q gl,,, (D). 
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a dialgebra over k, endowed with bar-unit. There is an iso- 
morphism of graded vector spaces 
HL(gI(D),k) g ZY~=G@)[11), 
where the standard notation [l] means that the degree of the complex C&(D) is 
shifted by 1, i.e. CS,(D)[l] = CS,_l(D). 
Remark 2.3. Fresse recently proved in [4] that for any unital cooperad 9, if C 
is a connected graded 9-coalgebra equipped with a group structure, then C is a 
cofree graded 9-coalgebra. This means that C= A (Prim C), when P=%om, and 
C = T(Prim C) when 9 = S?eib!. 
Now, the Y-homology of matrices happens to be a group-like connected graded 
@-coalgebra, thus it is predicted to be cofree, generated by its so called primitive 
elements. Applying the above result to C = Ht’“(gI(A)), we get C = A (Prim C) (recall 
that Zie! = ‘Zom). Loday-Quillen-Tsygan theorem states that Prim C = IX,_ 1 (A). 
Similarly, for C = H,L”ib(gI(D)) (where H Leib =HL), we know that C must be of the 
form T(Prim C). Our result says more precisely that Prim C =HS,_I(D). 
Proof (sketch). The idea of the proof is the one used by Cuvier and Loday for as- 
sociative algebras, namely to find a complex L,(D) having the same homology as 
the Leibniz complex CL,(gI(D), k) but being small enough to be comparable, by 
means of the tensor fimctor T, to the complex C&(D) defined in the previous sec- 
tion. The proof is organized in three main steps. First we find the complex L,(D) and 
show, in Proposition 2.5, that it has the same homology as CL,(gI(D), k). Then, in 
Proposition 2.14, we find the primitive part P,(D) of L,(D), and finally we show, in 
Proposition 2.15, that the complexes P,(D) and C&(D) are isomorphic. q 
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Remark 2.4. For an associative algebra A, Lodder [13] gave an alternative proof of 
Cuvier theorem. He introduces some multi-presimplicial modules P(A), and then 
shows that they have a geometrical interpretation involving the James model of the 
classifying space BG of a discrete group, when A=Q[G] is its group ring. 
His key observation is that each Pm(A) is isomorphic to the tensor product of two 
multi-presimplicial modules k[P(A)] and (?(A, A), which have well-known homol- 
ogy. For dialgebras this is not anymore true, and his method brings no new insight. 
(Compare this situation with the one described in the alternative proof of Theorem 
1.7, where we already remarked that associative algebras bring additional fundamental 
properties to the dialgebra complexes.) 
2.2. The complex L,(D) 
Let &+I be the group of permutations on the n + 1 elements 0, 1, . . . , n, and let 
n+l be the conjugacy class of the cycle r = r, = (012 ‘. . n) E Sn+l. For each n LO, 
p”ut L,(D) := k[S,+l] @D@‘+‘, P,(D) := k[U,+l] @I DNn+’ and C,(D) := Danfl. We 
then have obvious inclusions of k-modules 
C,(D) - pn(D) 
a H z@a 
w@a 
Proposition 2.5. Let D 
complex such that 
- L,(D) 
H o@a. 
be a dialgebra with bar-unit, then L,(D) can be made into a 
HL,(gl(D),k) ~fW(D)[lI). 
To prove it, denote by gl,. the vector space gI,(k), and consider for each fixed Y the 
natural structure of gl,-module given on gI,(D)@‘” by the right action 
,...,~k-l,[CLk,Vl,...,~~), 
k=l 
where, for each v E gl, and Uk E gI,(D) the right action 
([ak, a])u := (ak ’ U - V ’ ak)i’ = C ((uk)il ’ U/j - Vi1 (ak)tj> 
is defined in terms of the k-right and left actions on D. Since D has a bar-unit 1, J&(D) 
has also a bar-unit: the matrix 1 = (au). The following lemma permits us to embed 
gI,(k) into g&(D), identifying each matrix u E gl, with the matrix u. 1 = 1 f v E 91,(D), 
in such a way that the gI,-action on gl,(D) appears as a restriction of the adjoint action 
of the Leibniz algebra gl,.(D). 
Lemma 2.6. Let D be a dialgebra with a bar-unit 1; then 
[c(,u]=[c(,u. l] 
for each c( E g&(D) and u E gl,. 
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Proof. Notice that this equality is not trivial: on the left-hand side the bracket is the 
action of 91, on 91,(D), while on the right-hand side the bracket is the Leibniz bracket 
in g&(D). 
On the left-hand side we have clearly 
([K v])ij = C (aik ’ ukj - Uik . Qj). 
On the right-hand side we first notice that U. 1 is a matrix of g&.(D) with entries 
(U ’ 1)ij = C Vi/ ’ 6/j = Uij ’ 1; 
1 
therefore we have 
([a, V ’ lI)ij = C [Eik -I (fJ ’ 1 )kj - (0 ’ 1 )ik k akjl 
=~~~ik,vkj’I-vik’I~~kj) 
k 
=~(~ik.Z)kjil-l~Uik'~kj) 
k 
= c (Nik ’ vkj - vik * Ekj), 
k 
and the equality is proved. 0 
As in the case of associative algebras, the first step in the proof of Proposition 2.5 is 
based on the reductivity of g&(k). This ensures that g&(D)@” is completely reducible 
as a g&-module for any n 2 0. So we can decompose g&(D)@‘” into the direct sum 
where (gl,(D)@‘)atr is the space of coinvariants of g&(D)@‘“, and Q,, is the direct sum 
of the remaining isotypical components in the isotypical decomposition of gl,(D)n as 
a g&-module. The crucial point is that considering the space of coinvariants does not 
change the homology. 
Lemma 2.7. For any n 2 0 the action of gl, on 91,(D)@” commutes with the Leibniz 
difSerentia1 on g&(D)@‘, passing to the quotient into the homology. The induced action 
of 91, on the Leibniz homology HL,(gI,(D)) is trivial. 
Proof. After Lemma 2.6, the compatibility of the Leibniz differential with the adjoint 
action of g&(D), and thus of gl,, on g&.(D)@““, namely that 
d[a, v] = [dcc, v] 
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for each CY E gI,(D)@‘” and UE gl,., is well known (see (10.6.3.0) in [8]). To prove the 
second statement we define, for each u E gI,, the map h(v) : gI(D)@‘” -+ gI(D)@‘“+’ as 
h(u)(ff):=(-l)“% @ (v. 1). 
It is easy to verify that the identity 
d(k(o)(a)) f k(U)(dM) = [a, VI 
holds for any c1 E gI,(D)@‘“. Thus, the map h(u) is a homotopy from [-, u] to 0. In 
other words, the action [-, a] is trivial on the homology. q 
As in the Lie case (see (10.1.8) in [S]), we can then deduce that 
Corollary 2.8. The family of projections 
!34(D)@” + (s&(D)@” )& for n >_ 0, 
induces a quasi-isomorphism of complexes. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. The first step of the proof is completed with Corollary 2.8, 
and allows us to write the following isomorphism on homology: 
HLn(gl,(D),k):=H,(CL,(gl,(D),k),d)~’H,(CL*(gI,(D),k),,,,d”), 
where the last differential d” is obtained from the Leibniz differential d by passing to 
the quotient 91,(D)@’ + (gI,(D)@‘“),i,. 
The second step is just application of invariant theory, and repeats perfectly the 
Lie and Leibniz case for associative algebras. Let us recall briefly the sequence of 
isomorphisms on chains: 
(&(D)@‘)gc, g (&‘” @D”)gf, ” (gIy)glr @D@‘” gIn,r @D”“, 
where the ideal I,,,, of k[&] (whose definition can be found in [8, (9.2.6)]) coin- 
cides with k[&] for r > n. Thus, considering the inductive limit gI(D) we have an 
isomorphism on homology 
HL,(gl(D),k)“H,(k[S,l~D~‘“,d”)=~,(~(D)[ll), 
and this proves the proposition. q 
2.3. The complex of primitives, P,(D) 
In order to determine the primitive part of the complex L,(D), we need an explicit 
description of its differential. First of all we introduce some notations on permutations. 
Notation 2.9. Let o be a permutation on the n + 1 elements (0, 1,. . . ,n}. For each 
index i E { 0, . . . , n}, we define permutations G(*~) on n elements in the following way. 
l For each index i such that i<a(i), let o (+) be the permutation on the n elements 
{O,l,...,$) , . . . ,n} which sends j # i to a(j), and i to o*(i). 
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l For each index i such that i < D-‘(i), let crCFi) be the permutation on the n elements 
(0, 1, . . . , 0Ti), . . . ,n} which assigns the values of o (clearly missing the value i). 
Finally, we rescale all numbers from 0 to n - 1. 
For example, from the cycle cr = (023 1 ), we obtain 
0<0(0)=2 + a(+O)=(031) on {0,1,3} 
* 0(+~)=(021) on {0,1,2), 
O<o-l(O)= 1 + a(-‘)=(023) on {0,2,3} 
* 0(--O) = (012) on {0,1,2}, 
1 > (T( 1) = 0 + a(+‘) is not defined, 
l<o-r(l)=3 * &‘)=(021) on {0,1,2}, 
2<0(2)=3 * 0(+*)=(021) on {0,1,2}, 
2 > a-‘(2) = 0 + cr-*) is not defined 
3 > 43) = 1 + cr(+3) is not defined: 
3 > C’(3) = 2 =+ o(-~) is not defined. 
Lemma 2.10 (The complex L,(D)). The complex L,(D) has differential 2: k[&+l] @ 
Dmnfl -+ k[S,] @D” given by 
~(~@((aO,...,%)) 
Proof. The differential d on the complex L,(D) can be explicitly found by applying 
the isomorphisms described in the proof of Proposition 2.5. More precisely, for each 
0 8 (ao, . . . , a,) E k[S,+1] &I DBn+‘, let E$t,) @I . . . @ Ezcn, be a representative element 
in gl(D)@‘“+’ of its image class in (gI(D)@n+* )gl under the isomorphism described 
above. Let us compute its Leibniz differential, but’remark that, with the shifted num- 
bering, the element E&) now corresponds to the element Ui+r of formula (2.1). We 
have 
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c (-1Y -'(i)+lpl 00(O)@. . . 18 E>;; j’$; 
O<i<u-'(i)<n 
- 
@... @ E>;;;$ @. . . @E&). 
Then taking the class of the elements EC, and using the permutations given in Nota- 
tion 2.9, we obtain the final formula given above. 0 
Lemma 2.11. For each n 2-0 the inclusions of modules C,(D) -+ P,(D) + L,(D) com- 
mute with the dlflerential d on L,,(D); therefore P,(D) and C,(D) are sub-complexes 
of L,(D), with dlgerentials g given by restricting d: 
Proof. We have to show first that for each w @ a E P,(D), i.e. w = c-‘r,,~ E U,,+t 
with a~&+* and r,=(Ol. . . n), the element a((~0 @ a) is contained in P,_l(D), and 
secondly that when o = r, then J(r,, @ a) = z,-1 8 a’. 
First notice that U,,+t is in fact the subset of S,+t containing all the cycles of maximal 
length n + 1; thus, the permutation of an element w @I a in P,(D) = k[U,+l] @ID@“+’ 
will be written as the cycle o = (oaol . . ’ co,). Assuming that 00 = 0, we also know 
that w = c~-~r~rr, where the setting a(i) := Oi, for i = 0, 1,. . . ,n, defines a permutation 
cr E&+I which in fact belongs to S,, because a(O)= 00 =O. With this notation the 
differential d”, described in Lemma 2.10, on o @ a becomes 
J((w@a)= C (-1)“‘+‘E2& @. . . 8 [E~~;+,,E~;j+,] 
O<w,<w,<n 
The summands are different from zero only if they contain either the commutator 
[Ezh<+, , E~$,+,] = E~;,;2y”“+1 (2.2) 
or 
[Ez;$++,  E$&+, I=- d$+fw’+’ , 
which is placed at the min(wi,oi+l)-position. Thus d”(o @ a) is of the form 
c (-l)W,+‘E~~,~...~fE~~~~f’+‘~...~~~(,,, 
O<w,<o,<n 
(2.3) 
where * means -i or k. Therefore, written as a sum of elements of k[S,] @D@“, J((o @ 
a) contains permutations obtained from the cycle o of length PI + 1 by deleting the term 
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min(q, Oi+t ), which are in fact cycles of length PZ. This proves that L?(o @ a) E k[U,] 8 
D@‘” = P,_,(D). 
In particular, when o=r,,, we have Wi=i for each i=O,l,...,n. Thus, oi=i<i+ 
1 = Oi+t for each i = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, and o, = IZ > 0 = cc,+1 . Then J(r,, 8 a) contains the 
cycles (Ol...i?...n), for i=O,...,n-1, and (Ol...n-l), which are all q-1 after 
having resealed the numbers. This proves that J(r 18 a) E k . z @D@” = C,_,(D). 0 
Corollary 2.12 (The complex P,(D)). The complex P,(D) is presimplicial, with the 
following faces d;. : k[ Un+l] @D@“+’ -k[U,,]@D”. For any w@ugP,(D), 
&co @ a) = sgn( i, 0) di(w) 8 d?(u), 
where 
l sgn(i,m)=(--1)‘. (-l)m~(w~,wl+l+l). er, wjth 
{ 
+ 
&W .= 
if Wi <Wi+l, 
I . 
- ifWi>Wi+l; 
l the cycle di(w)=(&Ol . .. i&_l) is obtained by deleting the term max(q,wi+l) 
and resealing the numbers from 0 to n - 1: 
ok 
Sk= 
if ok < max(wi, Q&+1), 
wk - 1 if mk > maX(Wi, Wi+l ); 
l the element dim(u) is obtained by substituting, at the min(q, wi+l)-place, the term 
amin(w,,o,+,) with the term aWi $“aw,+, , where oi : Un+l -+ { 4, F } is the map de- 
fined by 
i 
i 
OY .- 
if Wi < Wi+l, 
I .- 
k Zj”Wi>WZ+l; 
and deleting, at the max(wi, wi+l )-place, the term amax(wi,w,+, ). In conclusion, 
d?(u) = (ao, . . . ,a,; oraWS+, , . . . , a,). 
Proof. The differential g on P,(D) is described in Lemma 2.11. It is clear that &w @ a) 
can be written as a sum indexed by i = 0,. . . , n. The addend corresponding to a given i 
contains one of the two commutators (2.2) or (2.3), according to which case, wi < wi+t 
or wi+l< mi, happens to hold for i. Then it is easy to check that these addends are 
precisely (- 1 >’ times the face maps given above. 0 
Remark 2.13 (The complex C,(D)). The complex C,(D) is also presimplicial. Its 
faces are 
Ji(U) = 
{ 
(a0,. . . , aiiai+l,..., a,) for i=O,...,n- 1, 
(ant-ao,w,...,a,-1) for i = n. 
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Thus, when the two products -I and t coincide, and D is an associative algebra A, 
the complex (C,(A), g) is the Hochschild complex of A with coefficients in A. 
Cuvier showed that if A has a unit the inclusion C,(A) q P,(A) is a quasi- 
isomorphism of complexes. He constructs an explicit chain homotopy, using an extra- 
degeneracy on the complex P,(A), which needs the existence of the unit in A. Thus, his 
proof cannot be extended to non-unital algebras, nor to dialgebras even with bar-unit. 
An alternative proof given by Lodder has already been discussed for Theorem 1.7 
above. It has the advantage of putting in evidence the two key assumptions which 
motivate the result: 
l the presimplicial (in fact pseudo-simplicial) set of permutations S, is acyclic, 
l the complex C,(A) is a simplicial module. 
The second key assumption is clearly missing for non-unital algebras and bar-unital 
dialgebras. 
However, one can give a detailed description of the relation between the complex 
C,(D) and the dialgebra complex CY,(D), which will be related to P,(D) in Section 3 
below. In [3] it is shown in full generality that CY,(D) is the total complex of a 
bicomplex where C,(D) is the first column. Then, as a contraexample to the above 
isomorphism for non-unital associative algebras, it is shown that for the free non-unital 
algebra T(V) we have 
HHy2( r( V)) = P3 while HE&( T( V)) = 0. 
Proposition 2.14. Let D be a dialgebra, and L,(D), P,(D) be the complexes defined 
above. Then 
L@)Ul= W@N11). 
Proof. The isomorphism above does not explicitly involve the dialgebra structure of 
D, except for the differentials. Thus, we can simply adapt the proof of the analogue 
isomorphism L,(A)[l]rT(C,(A)[l]) given in [8, (10.6.16)], to the complex P,(D). 
In other words, we only need to verify that Lodder’s multi-presimplicial construction 
L,-i(A)% c n? > 1 P+“‘_,(A) still makes sense in the dialgebras setting. 
For the differentials, the following formula, 
shows that T(i) does not depend on the explicit action of 5. Since 8 on P,(D) is defined 
as restriction of d” on L,(D), it is clear that the differentials d” and T(h) correspond 
under the chain morphism. 0 
2.4. Isomorphism between P,(D) and C%(D) 
For any natural number n, consider the left action of S,, on D@‘+’ given by 
o-i . (a0,al ,...,a,)=(ao,a,(l),...,a,(,)). 
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If o=(olJ,oi,... , w,) E U,,+l is a cycle with 00 = 0, and CJ E S, is the permutation 
0(i) := wi, for i = 1,. . . , n, which corresponds uniquely to o, then the action of S,, on 
D@“+’ reads 
C.-l .(ao,a1,...,a,)=(a,,,a,,,...,a,,). 
Let D be a dialgebra, and C&(D), P,(D) be the above complexes. Define a map 
cp : P,(D) + C&(D) 
for any n 2 0 and w @ a E k[U,+l] 18 D’@‘+l, by 
q(co@a):=sgn(a). o@oO-’ .a, 
where 0 ES,, is the permutation which corresponds to the cycle w. 
Proposition 2.15. Let D be a dialgebra. Then cp : P,(D) + C&(D) is an isomorphism 
of complexes. Therefore 
H,(P(D)) ~HHS,(D). 
Proof. Since cp is obviously an isomorphism of k-modules for any n 2 0, we just need 
to show that it commutes with the differentials, i.e. that dq = cpd. We shall show more, 
namely that diq = (~4 holds for any i = 0,. . . , n. 
Let o @ a belong to k[U,,+l] ‘$3 DBn+‘. On the one hand we have 
4&o ~3 a) = sgn(o) . di(o IZ gi-l . a) 
=s@(~)~di(~)@d~(~-’ .a), 
and on the other, 
CPJ~O ~3 a) = sgn(o, i) . Cp(di(o) @ $‘(a)) 
=sgn(w,i)sgn(dio).o’~(o’)-’ .@‘(a), 
where 0’ = di(O) is the permutation associated to the cycle di(w). We only need to 
check that 
sgn(o) = sgn(o, i) . sgn(djo) 
and 
d,“(a-’ . a) = (CT’)-1 . g?(a). 
Since the first equality does not depend on the dialgebra structure, and has been shown 
by Lodder in [13, Lemma (2.4)], we only need to check the second. 
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Both sides consist of two steps, performed in the two possible orders. The two 
steps are: multiplication of the two elements a,$, a,,, , and reordering of the sequence 
(a0 9. ..~au(j),-. .9 a,(,)) into the sequence (Q, . . . , am,, . . . , a,“). On both sides we obtain 
the term 
This completes the proof. 0 
3. Comparison between the dialgebra homology HY and its variation HS 
Definition 3.1 (Presimplicial set of planar binary trees). Let Y,, be the set of planar 
binary trees with it + 1 leaves and a root. The family Y = {Yn,n > 0) forms a pre- 
simplicial set with face maps 6i : Y, -+ Y,_t , for i = 0,. . . , II defined as follows. For any 
n-tree y, let e,(y) be the (n - 1 )-tree obtained by deleting the ith leaf from y. Then it 
is easy to verify that the maps Bi satisfy the simplicial relations 
Qi0j = 0j_t l?i for i < j. 
In fact on both sides the maps act on a tree by deleting the ith and the jth leaf, in the 
two possible orders. It is equivalent to delete them simultaneously [9]. 
Definition 3.2 (Dialgebra homology HHY,(D)). By dialgebra homology of D (with 
coeficients in D) we mean the homology HHY,(D) of the presimplicial module 
CY,(D):=k[Y&D@‘“+‘, with face maps di(y@a)= L’i(y)@df(u), given, for any 
a=(ao,al ,..., u,)ED@“+‘, by 
(a03 . . Y 
df(ao,al,...,a,):= 
.,Ui Oi Ui+l,...y a,) for i=O,...,n - 1, 
(~no!:~o,...,a,-l) for i=n, 
and products 
{ 
i 
0; := 
if the ith leaf is oriented like \, 
t if the ith leaf is oriented like /, 
In particular, for any tree y, the operation 0: is always -I, and 0; is always b. 
(The proof of the simplicial relations for the face maps defined above can be found 
in [3].) 
The relationship between the homology HHY,(D) and the HHS,(D) is given by the 
trees with levels as follows. 
Definition 3.3 (Trees with levels). We denote by ya the set of planar binary trees with 
a root and n internal vertices (which is equivalent to having 12 + 1 leaves) located, this 
time, each one of them on a level of height which starts at the root and increases 
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towards the leaves. For example,the tree v is not leveled, while v and v are trees 
with levels. 
Let us choose the following rule to order the internal vertices. Each internal vertex 
closes a descending path which starts in the hole between two consequent leaves and 
is delimited by edges of the tree. We label an internal vertex by i if its associated hole 
is located between the leaf numbers i - 1 and i. For example: 
4 
Y 
An n-tree with level can be identified with the permutation which associates to each 
numbered vertex its level. Thus, there is a bijective correspondence between the set S, 
of permutations on n elements and the set ?n of leveled n-trees. 
Proposition 3.4. There is a natural map on homology 
which is an isomorphism for * = 0, 1,2. 
Proof. In the composite 
the second map is a surjection which consists in ‘forgetting’ the levels of the inter- 
nal vertices of the tree. The chosen bijection S, M fn is such that these maps com- 
mute with the simplicial faces on S, and Y,. Thus, they induce a surjective map of 
complexes 
CS*(D) + CY*(D). 
Since for n = 0,1,2 the sets pn and Y, coincide, and for n = 3 the sets ps maps 
surjectively to Ys, we clearly have an isomotphism on the homology at degree 0,l 
and 2. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let A be an associative unital algebra. Then 
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Proof. There is a commutative diagram 
HHS*(A) - HHY*(A) 
u\ b/B 
HH, (A > 
The map G( :HH&(A) + HfL(A) is the isomorphism of Theorem 1.7, and the map 
p : HHY,(A) + HH,(A) is proved to be an isomorphism in [2]. 0 
Remark 3.6. The dialgebra homology HY and its variation HS are not equivalent, in 
general, since on any abelian dialgebra D (such that D -1 D = 0 = D t D) we obviously 
have 
HHY,(D) = k[ Y,] @ D@‘+’ 
and 
HH&(D) = k[S,] @ D@‘+’ 
for any n > 0. 
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